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news
Alberta’s biggest political
changes of

2015

ndp’s are elected

Alberta elects 75 new MLAs
Record number of women elected to
legislature
Three openly gay MLAs elected
First pregnant MLA in office

end of 44 year PC Reign
NDP’s win majority after predictions of
PC win
Voters ended longest-serving provincial
regime since Confederation

unfair party donations
are banned
NDPs pass landmark bill to ban political
donations from corporations and unions

corporate tax raise
Corporate taxes up 2 %

plans for minimum
wage increase
$15 by 2018

climate change
plans

Infographic by Nina Grossman

Carbon tax
Caps on oilsands
production

One Text Could
Cost a Fortune

Increased fine and demerit
points for distracted
driving as of Jan. 1
Kiah Lucero
Staff Writer
Whether you’re waiting at a
stoplight or stuck in boring rush
hour traffic, it can be tempting to
quickly peek at your phone while
driving.
Whether it’s texting, making
a phone call or even personal
grooming while on the
road, these seemingly minor
distractions do affect the way a
person is driving. However, some
drivers still can’t seem to drop the
dangerous habit.
According to the Canadian
Automobile Association, in most
cases cellphones are the main
cause of distracted driving. In
comparison to a regular driver,
someone who is distracted is 23
times more likely to be involved
in a collision.
As of Jan. 1, a new distracted
driving law has been
implemented for Albertan
dr iver s. Any distractions

while driving such as texting,
talking on a hand-held device,
personal grooming and the use
of any electronic device will be
penalized with a large fine along
with demerit points.
The repercussion for distracted
drivers will be a fine of $287 and
three demerit points on their
driving record. Of course, too
many demerits can result in the
suspension of a driver’s license.
Until now, Alberta was the only
province that did not penalize
drivers with demerit points for
this offense.
The new distracted driving law
hopes to discourage Albertans
from using their phones while
operating their vehicles, focusing
their attention on the road.
While driving can seem tedious,
it is a task that requires full
attention. Quickly taking five
seconds to look at a text can
inadvertently lead to a potentially
fatal collision. No text is worth
your life.

News Editor
Nina Grossman
newseditor@thereflector.ca

Looking Ahead

What can Albertans expect in 2016?
Nina Grossman
News Editor
With a new, unexpected NDP
majority win in the spring, 2015
was a rollercoaster of change
for old Alberta. New progressive
policies and plans seemed to
divide the province; the voices of
disgruntled conservatives licking
at the heels of Rachel Notley and
her new government. For the
most part, the surprising results
of the provincial election showed
the province and the country that
Alberta is far more progressive
than they had thought — and that
at least the majority of Albertans
were ready for change. And
change they received. Experts
have speculated on what caused
the drastic change in Alberta’s
votes — but the means don’t
change the end result. The NDPs
have already modified Alberta’s
political and social landscape in
2015. Here’s a bit more of what
we can expect from them in the
coming year.

Bill 6

Other wise known as the
Enhanced Protection for Farm
and Ranch Workers Act; has
been in place since Jan 1. The
bill provides safety standards
and compensation for farm and

ranch workers in the province.
It protects only paid workers—
but there were cries from the
farming community that the
government had undermined
an age-old industry. The Alberta
government’s response was
that they are simply legislating
protection for farm workers
similar to laws in other provinces.
Their website says that the farm
fatality rate in British Columbia
was reduced by 68 per cent after
similar laws were put in place. The
government has plans to consult
with industry before developing
employment standards and labour
relations. So you can put down
your pitchforks.

Environment

The NDPs have big plans for
protecting Alberta’s environment.
These plans include a carbon tax
and a cap on oil sands emissions.
Revolutionary stuff… but not
really. According to the Carbon
Tax Centre, British Columbia
has already had “the most
comprehensive and transparent
carbon tax in the Western
hemisphere.” Notley’s plans also
include phasing out coal-fired
power and reducing methane
emissions. According to the
Globe and Mail she said, “The
government of Alberta is going
to stop being the problem and
we are going to start being the

solution.”

Economy

This topic gets everyone fired
up doesn’t it? The Reflector has no
economists on staff, but we do our
best. The NDPs did a very NDP-ish
thing. Progressive tax. The more
you make, the more you pay. This
includes the corporations who
enjoyed the PC’s flat tax policy.
They saw a two per cent increase
and now pay a whopping 12 per
cent. We can’t expect to see the
promised $15 per hour minimum
wage until 2018, but it will be
a slow increase that continues
through the coming year. The
NDPs plans for a royalty rate
review this month has the oil and
gas industry biting its nails. In the
midst of an economic downturn—
it’s hard to say what will happen
and what sort of policies the NDPs
will put in place next.
2015 has been an unforgettable
year for most Albertans. Whether
you were satisfied with the
outcome of the spring election
or enjoyed some lengthy social
media arguments with a stubborn
person who went to your high
school, it’s safe to say that we
were all a little more engaged in
politics than usual. And that’s
always a good thing. Here’s to
the next 12 months of Alberta’s
evolution.

MRU Set to Enhance Indigenous
Education for All Students

University’s strategic plan includes required Indigenous Studies
Nina Grossman
News Editor
Future Mount Royal students
may be taking three-credit
Indigenous Studies courses as
a requirement to graduate. The
university’s Indigenous Strategic
Plan involves “indigenizing
MRU,” with goals to “establish
completion of abor iginal
themed coursework or credits as
graduation requirement.”
Director of the Iniskim Centre
at MRU, John Fischer says
multiple courses might fit the
requirement, and the current

plan is for faculty to review or
create courses that could work
in the required slot.
Fischer says that the plan
and its goals for indigenous
course work answer, in part, a
call from Canada’s Truth and
Reconciliation Commission
and their recommendations
for post-secondaries to address
(indigenous) content and
knowledge.
Fischer hopes that required
courses will help to “address
the lack of understanding
by Canadians […] around
residential schools and around
issues such as the Indian Act and

other forms of assimilation.”
“The amount of indigenous
content and understanding about
indigenous history in Canada…
there’s a real void,” says Fischer.
“Most Canadians are unaware
and have not been taught that by
a curriculum.”
MRU’s Indigenous Strategic
Plan explains that we must have
an “environment that prevails
over the legacy of colonization.”
It’s exciting to see Mount Royal
make history as one of few
schools implementing education
plans to help all students
understand realities in the history
and culture of their country.
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On resolutions …
Welcome back and welcome
to 2016. While the ending of
winter break tends to be quite
bittersweet, new beginnings can
make for some really positive
changes. While we all make jokes
about the ‘new years resolutions
that are never kept,’ maybe this
year can be a bit different.
Make a resolution to yourself, and
make a commitment to bettering
yourself and focusing on your
education, I know that might seem
a bit lame, but consider a few
things.
1. Whether you are paying
or your parents are or the
government is, post-secondary
education is not cheap, and you
are paying to be here, if you break
it down each class is about $32,
so each class missed is $32 dollars
out of someone’s pocket, and that
is just unnecessary.
2. You are here because you
clearly at some point felt it was
important, so act like it. If you
aren’t taking something you are
interested in, then change it! It
is never too late to start doing
something you actually love,
because trust me, it is way more
interesting to sit through class
when you are interested in what
you are learning.

“

You would have had to do a
double take, followed by perhaps
a call to the police
-Pg. 12

What is your New Years
Resolution?
“Haven’t
thought of one
really.”
— Shion
Hulkenberg, 1st
year Biological
Science

“To stop taking
things so
seriously. ”
— Cheryl Russell,
4th year
Journalism

“To not worry about so
much.”
— Jordan Richter, 1st year
Psychology
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”

“I don’t have one.”
— Katie
Wotherspoon,
Stepping up
coordinator

With every good “to-do” list, there
is an amazing counter, “not to-do”
list.
1. Don’t get drunk every night.
We have all been there. Of course,
it is a great time going out with
friends, forgetting about the week
that has past, but spending every
night and day at The Hub may
no be the greatest idea. Focus
instead.
2. Don’t be the person
everyone hates in a group project.
Contribute! There is nothing
worse than having a dead weight
in your group, and you have to
share the grade with them. It’s
better to be the all-star than the
dud.
3. Don’t let your studies come
in second. Make school a priority,
because the ‘real world’ will be
here sooner than you think. So
enjoy school while it lasts.
Whatever it is that you choose to
focus on this year, give it your all,
and tell us about it! Tweet

Comments? Visit thereflector.ca
or in person at our
office in the basement
of Wyckham House.
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3. Take general education
courses seriously, which to be
honest; I need to take my own
advice on. Yes, they are frustrating
and can sometimes seem
redundant, but pick something
you might actually like to know
more about. You never know, it
could spark a new interest.
4. Stay on top of readings and
assignments. When you let them
go, they become crazy daunting,
so stay on track, it is a lot less
overwhelming than doing it all at
once.
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@skeleton_grace: Start
my last semester of
undergrad in 1 week #MRU
#PhysicalLiteracy
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paper are those of the individual
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of the Reflector Publications Society.
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Dyslexia; Not a Definition
How a young woman turned her “disability” into a gift
Kenzie Browne
Contributor

“Please spell Wednesday,” my
third grade teacher said as she
handed me a small piece of chalk.
I repeat the word over and
over in my head. Each time
I change the accent for each
syllable. “ WED•nes•day,”
“ w e d • N E S • d a y , ”
“ w e d • n e s • D A Y. ” W i t h
confidence, I slowly and carefully
draw out the ‘w,’ then the ‘e.’ As
I continue on with the rest of
the word, I can see my teacher
shaking her head. I step back
away from the board to assess
what I might have done wrong.
“Wed•nes•day,” I say out
loud, handing the chalk back to
my teacher. I can see in her face
that I have made a mistake, but
I’m not sure where. I can hear
my classmates making giggling
noises, and I do everything not
to look at them.
“You spelled it ‘Webnesbay,’
” the teacher informs me. This
evokes a few more giggles from
the class.
I just laugh it off, pretend it was
a silly mistake and fix the spelling
error.
Reading and writing has
always been an issue for me.
It’s not the public speaking part
that gets in the way; it’s the
words themselves. It’s almost
like my brain doesn’t want to
acknowledge their existence or
the correct order of things.
I have dyslexia.
There are numerous types of
dyslexia and no two cases are the
same, but there are similarities. It
is now recognized that dyslexia
is a neurological disorder, is
linked to genetic traits and is a
lifelong condition. According to
the video Dyslexia: Diagnosis
and Treatment, dyslexia is
the inability to read and write
and these two almost always
occur together. When a person
with dyslexia is presented with
something to read, they struggle
because the brain has to decode
each word before they can move
on to the next, slowing down
the processes. Often the context
of the sentence is lost. For me,
I have to read textbooks over
and over before I completely
understand them. I’m fine with
novels because if I miss a word
or mix up a word my brain can

still comprehend the concept of
the story.
Those with dyslexia do not
think in linear, but in more
holistic or spatial formation. Most
often this causes an issue with
their short-term memory and
information recall. This happens
because the brain is trying to do
two different things at the same
time. First, the brain is trying to
work out what it is being told,
and then the brain is trying to
develop an image to associate
with the words that were just
spoken. If the image isn’t clear
enough, the whole conversation
can be lost and never stored in
long-term memory.
I was diagnosed at a young
age and my parents made sure
that the schools I attended did
their best to help me with my
issues. It was when I left high
school that I really started to
notice my reading and writing
problems. Somewhere along
the road I had forgotten that I
was tested for this “disability”
and often just assumed I was a
slow learner or had a lazy brain.
So I geared my life towards art
and anything creative, which,
surprisingly enough, is what
most people who have dyslexia
end up doing. Alexander Graham
Bell, Orlando Bloom, Jim Carrey,
Leonardo da Vinci, Andy Warhol,
Cher, Richard Branson and
Steven Spielberg have all been
diagnosed with dyslexia.
I have enjoyed my creative
life over the last 10 years, but I’ve
always wanted something more.
So I started to look into going
back to school. I had originally
dropped out of university after
my first year because I wasn’t
able to keep up with everything.
Choosing to go back to school
brought up a lot of emotional
issues regarding the stresses I felt
when I was 18. This time around I
decided to prepare myself.
After being accepted at
Mount Royal University, I
looked into what was offered
for those with disabilities. I
had emailed a few people at
the university, and I was told to
look into Accessibility Services
(AS). AS is not just for dyslexia
but a variety of conditions
including physical disabilities,
mobility impairments, partial
sight or blindness and learning
disabilities. One of the key goals
at AS is “creating an accessible,

Graphic by Kate Holowaty

Dyslexia does not reflect an overall defect in language, but a localized weakness within the
phonologic module of the brain (where sounds of language are put together to form words or
break words down into sounds)
equitable, and inclusive learning
environment.”
I contacted AS and made an
appointment with an Access
Advisor so we could discuss
what I needed to do to acquire
help. I still remember my
advisor helping me get over my
embarrassment of being dyslexic.
She explained that being dyslexic
is like being near sighted; It’s an
issue that affects someone’s daily
life but there’s help in the form
of glasses. For those with dyslexia
their version of help comes in
many forms such as using a
computer in class or for exams,
meeting with a tutor as well as
having audio textbooks.
With each student’s unique
condition, different forms of help
are used. For me, I meet with a
Strategic Advisor once a week.
She has about 13 different hats

she wears, but she gears each
meeting to what I need from her
the most. The school has also
provided me with a nice arsenal
of support to help me with my
school year. Starting this process
required lots of paperwork,
appointments and time, but it has
been truly worth it.
I now see dyslexia not as
something that has made my life
difficult, but as a gift. In an online
video by Professor John Stein,
called Dyslexia as a Gift, he talks
about the importance of seeing
dyslexia as an advantage because
it gives people talents that other
of people don’t have. Just like
the student sitting next to me
in my English class is excellent
at writing an essay, my creative
talent is equally as important.
In an article by Emily Lapkin,
she explains that studies show

brain activity in people with
dyslexia changes after they
start to work on improving their
reading and writing skills. The
brain is able to change and it can
rewire itself. There is no cure,
but with the new advancements
and understanding of what
dyslexia is, there is now help.
Over the years, I’ve been able to
come up with creative ways to
learn and each day I can see the
improvement.
With the amount of support I
have received from Mount Royal
University, I have been able to
push myself to try something I
never thought I could. I’m getting
my minor in English, and I don’t
fear exams or essays the way I
used to. Dyslexia doesn’t define
who I am any more, it’s only a
small portion of the greater me.
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Tips on Tipping
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A server explains why you shouldn’t stiff
Maxine Sephton
Contributor
The holidays are rough on the
wallet. Combine that with student
debts, a bad economy and the
high cost of Calgary living and it’s
surprising that anybody is heading
out to eat and drink these days.
Despite all these things, people are
still going to restaurants to spend
money, but some of them might be
trying to save some cash in the one
place they shouldn’t: the tip. No
matter your financial woes, don’t
be one of these people.
Like any job, serving has its good
days and bad days. And when
your shift is almost done, you
experience a sense of euphoria
knowing that the day went
smoothly. No complaints, no messups, and everyone tipped you well.
Your last table is friendly, willing to
talk, and shows interest in you and
your life. Yet all of this can change
on the turn of a dime if you get
stiffed on a tip by your table.
Tipping is believed to have
originated in the United Kingdom
during the 17th-century when
pub-goers would give money to
the waiter in order “to insure
promptitude” otherwise known to
the common person today as the
“tip.” This custom spread to North
America during the Civil War,
when rich Americans returning

back from Europe brought the
concept home.
For those growing up in the
early 2000s, it was customary
to tip a minimum of 10 per cent.
However, as time goes on, prices
tend to increase, as well as the cost
of living. From my experience in
the serving industry 15 per cent
is the new minimum for average
service, 18 per cent tip for good
service, 20 per cent tip for great
service, and a tip over 20 per cent
for excellent service.
A 15 per cent tip is for the
server who simply went through
the motions of the job and did
not go above and beyond to make
your visit more enjoyable. He or
she greeted you and your party
relatively quickly, got you drinks
and food in a timely manner and
was generally friendly.
An 18 per cent tip should
be given to someone who also
provided decent service, but
went slightly above and beyond
to make you happy. This could
be someone who takes your
name at the beginning, but also
remembers it and addresses you
as so throughout the visit.
A 20 per cent tip for great
service is for someone who not
only meets all serving standards,
but goes above and beyond to
make sure your experience is
special. They could also give you
some helpful insight into what

to order by offering suggestions
based on their personal favourite
dishes and drinks. These servers
are the ones that invest their time
on you, asking about your day and
your life.

When people
leave a
restaurant
without
tipping,
the server
is actually
paying out
of their own
pocket for
them to eat
and drink.
Finally, excellent service, where
you tip above 20 per cent should
be given to those that jumped
through hoops of fire to get the
chef to make you something
off menu, or someone who has

entertained and served you
throughout the meal and therefore
made your day spectacular.
They are the triple threat. They
remember your name, keep you
hydrated, and can also easily
talk with you about the menu, or
your life. Now for the tough part,
what do you tip if you had terrible
service, and an unaccommodating,
unpleasant server who just barely
served your meal? In the end,
you are your own person and can
decide accordingly. However, my
rule, and mostly any server I know,
will tip a minimum of 10 per cent
in the direst of situations.
One of the most interesting
things about working in the
foodservice industry, is that
servers do not receive the standard
minimum wage. Instead, they
receive a minimum wage that
is specifically set for those who
serve liquor. Up until recently, I
was getting paid $9.20 an hour;
meanwhile, minimum wage was
$10.20. The idea behind this is
that the government not only
expects, but depends on customers
to tip in order to make up for the
lower wage. But what happens
when people tip poorly on a bill,
or worse, do not tip at all? Usually,
people have no idea what they
have just done. When people leave
a restaurant without tipping, the
server is actually paying out of
their own pocket for them to eat

and drink.
Let me break it down for you.. At
the end of the night, when servers
and bartenders calculate their total
sales of the day, each total sale is
multiplied by a “house tip.” This
house tip goes towards the kitchen
staff, such as chefs, cooks, line
prep, etc., and sometimes even to
the managers and hostesses. This
number varies in restaurants and
bars, but usually ranges between
two and five per cent. In addition
to the house tip, bartenders also
need to be tipped out. This also
varies from half a percent to
three percent, depending on how
involved the bartender is at the
establishment. In addition, some
restaurants also require servers
to tip out bar assistants and food
expeditors. So if your party’s bill
was $100 and you gave your server
five dollars (a five per cent tip),
depending on how much he or she
has to tip out, they will be paying
for the difference.
Why not increase the minimum
wage so that this doesn’t happen?
Well, this might be the most logical
solution but a higher minimum
wage may lead to higher prices on
food and drinks.
Putting the economy, the
expensive holidays or even a
student budget aside; if you can
afford to go out and spend money
on a meal make sure you can afford
to tip your server accordingly.

Photo: Kate Holowaty

Visa Canada conducted a survey in 2012 which revealed that Canadians eat out at least once a week. Now whether that leads to more tips in server’s pockets
remains to be seen
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Old Technology, New Devices

Gadgets from decades ago provide inspiration for new creations
Logan Krupa
Tech Columnist
As every new year rolls around,
we tend to think both of the
future that we want and the
past that we yearn to experience
again. Tech companies seem to
experience the same paradox;
while often releasing fancy new
gadgets, companies sometimes
release something whimsically
old-school. Here are some soonto-be released devices that are
inspired by old technology.

Polaroid Snap
camera

As convenient as apps like
Instagram can be, there’s
joy to be found in having a
physical print of a photograph
to cherish. The Polaroid Snap
($99 USD) attempts to bring
back the convenience and fun
of the original Polaroid camera
with some new technology in a
pocket-friendly form. The Snap
uses Zink’s paper and inkless
technology to instantly produce
prints. The camera is delightfully
simple, with buttons for colour,
black and white or sepia prints as
the only customization options.
There isn’t even an option to view
photos on a screen or to save a
file digitally. Printing photos for
friends and family on the spot
with the Snap could be a great
way to have some fun.

Sony HX500
Turntable

Many people love the tactile
sensation of placing a record
on a turntable and they also
love the convenience of digital
audio on their smartphones.
Sony has decided to combine
the best of both worlds with the
HX500 turntable (Price TBA).
Not only will the turntable play
vinyl records, but it also has the
capability to rip high resolution
digital files to your computer.
A mobile app and desktop
software provided by Sony will
be provided to help bridge the
gap from analog records to digital
audio as easily as possible.

Photo courtesy of Josh Varcarcel via Wired

Super 8mm film cameras were first manufactured in 1965 by Kodak. The new Kodak Super 8
camera revives this formerly popular film format.

Kodak Super 8
Cameras

JJ Abrams grew up shooting
with a Super 8 film camera.
Kodak has created new Super
8 cameras ($400 USD and up,
depending on model choice) in
hopes that a new generation of
filmmakers will be inspired. The
cost of developing film from a
Super 8 camera can be done by
Kodak at a cost of about $50 to
$75 USD per reel. A digital copy
of the film will also be provided.
The camera on display at the
Consumer Electronics Show
featured a retro yet relatively
compact design for a film camera.
Models should go on sale in
the second half of 2016, to the
delight of hipster filmmakers
everywhere.

A passion for technology ...
...compassionate patient care

Photo credit: Gizmodo.com

College and Association
of Respiratory Therapists
of Alberta

www.carta.ca

Peter Carl Goldmark is credited with revolutionizing the
recording industry with his invention of the LP phonograph
record. The new SonyHX500 can turn tracks from vinyl
records into digital files.
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Brothers of Smash

Looking at MRU’s Competitive Super Smash Bros. scene
Bigoa Machar
Arts Editor
It’s 7:13 P.M. on a Tuesday
night. Old-style tube T Vs
grace the tops of the tables
on Wyckham House’s second
floor. Dozens of people sprawl
out all staring intensely at these
screens, furiously mashing
away on their Gamecube
controllers. As more people
enter the room, they’re greeted
with smiles and laughs from
their friends. Every so often,
someone shouts “Hey, this set
up is free, who else is in the
bracket?” While a room full of
people playing video games
may not seem like much on the
surface, MRU’s Super Smash
Bros. club is more than just a
place where people go to play
video games. It’s a place where
like-minded gamers can make
friends and have a good time.
In addition to meeting
new people, the club serves
as a fantastic way to earn a
ticket to the pro ranks. While
professional video games may
sound strange out of context,
electronic sports, or eSports,
have been paying out big time
since the early 2000s. These
tournaments offer hundreds of
thousands of dollars every year,
with really good players earning
their living off participating.
Kurt Robertson, the organizer
of MRU’s Super Smash Bros.
club, says that this club gives
students an opportunity they

may have not had before.
“For the longest time we had
a casual scene, so having that
casual scene of players never
gave us the opportunity to
be known for what Smash is
known for. What we have here
now is straight up tournament
players and players who want
to try out. We have mostly a
competitive scene with people
that want to get out and
that want to travel to larger
tournaments like Evo and
things like that.”
Robertson also says that he
is proud of the fact that this
club remains a to be a special
opportunity for MRU students
in particular.
“What’s unique about here is
that we have all MRU students.
They get to come here [and]
open up to a wider branch of
the community.”
While the competitive scene
may seem a little intimidating
at the time, Robertson stresses
t hat it ’s somet hing t hat
everyone can get into.
“One of the hardest things
about playing this game from
a social standpoint is learning
how to deal with losses and
other players that take the
game very seriously,” Robertson
explains. “Let’s say you’re brand
new and you just beat someone
and they end up being really
angry. We call that being salty.
If someone is being really salty,
then it’s hard to tell if they don’t
like you or things like that, but
I think that just comes from a

Photo by Bigoa Machar

All kinds of players are welcome, from the casual to the competitive

Photo by Bigoa Machar

Players gather in Wyckham house every Tuesday night to throw down in Super Smash Bros.

competitive standpoint. The
respect factor also comes into
play here. If you’re not that
good, then some of the top
players won’t talk to you and
you won’t make any strides in
the community. A lot of that
comes from shyness as well. I
may not be the best player, but
people in the community still
know me for running stuff like
this,” Robertson says.
While the club takes pride
in being a small circle where
everyone can meet everyone,
Robertson says that he hopes
the club can still grow and give
this opportunity to more and
more MRU students.
“I would love to see it grow
more. We have a few setups
here, but I’d love to take this
entire room. I want a big group

of people come together who
like the game and want to get
better. Anyone who wants to
be a part of the community
is welcome here,” Rovertson
says. Currently, the meetups
at the U of C are really, really
big, so it’s nice to have kind
of a smaller meetup setting
of players here. Having 2030 people a week here is nice
because you get to meet all of
the people here and get a better
taste of the community rather
than competitive brackets by
themselves. You get to talk to
people when the groups are
like this and that’s kind of what
I want MRU to stay as.”
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with your proof of other coverage from an
insurance provider, or opt-out online at
the site below.

O37 OUT
DEADLINE IS
FEB. 5th, 2015
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www.mystudentplan.ca/mtroyal

Fact:

BUY AND SELL

FICTION:
You’ll never see that money again

TEXTBOOKS!

USED

Textbooks are expensive

samru.ca/usedbooks

Your Students’ Association:
Bringing you the ultimate student experience

Consignment sales:
You set the price, we sell your book, you get back 75%

2nd floor Wyckham House Room Z203

Jan 4-20: M-F 10am to 4pm

samruBuzz
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Pusha T
King Push-Darkest Before
Dawn: The Prelude
GOOD Music
Score: A

Photo by Bigoa Machar

With an in-house studio at his disposal, Rode says there’s no days off in music

Rode to success

King Push it back! Almost two
years after his debut studio
album, Pusha T delivers once
again with this new album. Not
really one for radio singles, the
album features lyrics that are
pretty mean, but pack a pretty
deep meaning at the same time.
The song “M.F.T.R.” (my personal favourite off the album) is
a beautiful fusion of gun metaphors and Biblical allusions that
send warning shots scary enough
to make whoever he’s dissing shit
their pants. Pusha has always
been known for his clever wordplay, and this album is no different. Hailing from the school
of Kanye producing, the instru-

Arts Editor
It’s an inside joke around some corners of the hip hop community that
any type of mixtape or album from
a lesser-known rapper is automatically trash. “Ayo fam, check out my
mixtape” is a dreaded phrase in the
community, which creates a harsh
environment for those who are just
trying to get established.
Enter Christian Rode. A Calgaryborn rapper/producer who is in
the same boat as these up and
comers. Since starting at the ripe
age of 14, Rode has had his fair
share of exposure in the underground hip hop scene here in the
city.
“I worked a bit with Transit.
I opened for Swollen Members
and produced for another rapper
named ‘The Blue’, who’s up and
coming in Calgary too,” Rode says.
This exposure has helped Rode

branch off into his own solo career.
For the past while, Rode says he’s
been working on his own personal
projects, in hopes of furthering his
own music.
“Lately, I’ve been working on my
mixtape. It’s been in the works for
about a year. I’m not going to put
a release date on it. I really want to
take my time and put some more
effort into it,” says Rode. “I have
some features for it that I’m really excited for. I feel like this is all
going to be a big step in the right
direction.”
When asked about what’s been
the hardest part of making it big,
Rode says that the over-saturation
of aspiring rappers makes it hard
to stand out. Rode also tells us how
his variety in talents helps set him
apart from the crowd.
“What separates me is that most
people either only produce or rap.
These days, there’s not many that
can do both. I’ve worked countless
hours trying to perfect doing both.

It’s really been non-stop to get to
where I am. I feel like being able
to do both of these gives me a leg
up on the competition.”
With his mixtape almost ready
for release, Rode says he has no intentions of stopping any time soon.
“I’d like to drop an album. That’s
probably what I’ll focus on after
this mixtape. I’m going to be continuing to produce for some other
people. I have a few friends who
also have projects coming out, so
I’ll probably produce for them.”
Despite all of the hardships and
struggles that come in music, Rode
says that his desire to make people
happy is what drives him to better
his craft every single day.
“Music has had such a large
impact on my life and I want to
have the same type of impact on
someone else’s life. I want to be in
the position where I can influence
people doing what I love doing.
You know what they say, it’s not
work if you love it.”

OUT’N ABOUT
Music:

Sports:

Art:

Edmonton’s own Striker
will be celebrating the
release of their CD “Stand
in the Fire” and European
tour with their own concert
at Dicken’s Pub. Tickets are
going for $20 dollars at
www.dickenspub.ca

The Calgary Roughnecks
are getting their season
into full swing as they
take on the Vancouver
Stealth at the Saddledome
on Jan. 30. Tickets start
at $30 dollars and can
be purchased from the
Roughneck’s website.

Jean-Francois Gromaire’s Earth
Series will be on display at
the Christine Klassen Gallery
from now through Jan. 30. The
series features a variety of
abstract paintings inspired by
Mother Earth.

— Bigoa Machar

Coldplay

Calgary producer looks to establish
himself in the game
Bigoa Machar

mentals on this track are some
of the best I’ve heard in hip hop
all last year, with an excellent use
of bass lines and hi hats. Until
Kanye himself releases later next
month, KPDBD is a fantastic way
to kick off the hip hop calendar.

A Head Full of Dreams
Henson Recording
Studio
Score: B+

Prior to this album, I lumped
Coldplay in the same group as
Frank Ocean and pre-2014 Drake
as music I only listen to after a
breakup. I wasn’t the biggest fan
of their somber, more laid back
tone of music, but I could still
appreciate it. That’s why I was
super surprised after listening to
this album front to back. It takes
on a newer style than what I’m
used to. Tracks like “Hymn for
the Weekend” bring a more
lively sound than songs of

Coldplay past. The track itself
features a jivey piano melody
with some pretty sweet vocal
work from Beyonce. The album
as a whole is much faster than
what I’ve heard before, which I
enjoyed very very much.
— Bigoa Machar

Kid Cudi
Speedin Bullet 2 Heaven
Republic/Wicked
Awesome
Score: What’s
lower than an F?
Remember when I tore that
Miley Cyrus album apart a few
issues back? Well, this piece of
shit album right here makes that
album look like Tupac came back
to life and made a collaboration
album with Kendrick Lamar.
Now I know that there are albums that are made to be bad
on purpose, but Kid Cudi was
ACTUALLY TRYING TO SOUND
GOOD on this album. The broken guitar riffs and screeching
vocals are bad enough to war-

rant me to press charges for
robbery against Cudi. Robbery
of my time for giving this album
a chance by listening to it all the
way through. This album is the
shovel that buries all my fond
memories of early 2010s Kid
Cudi, back when his music was
good. So fuck this album. Fuck
it all.
—Bigoa Machar
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My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fashion Sense
Figuring out what the fuck Kanye West is doing with his clothes
Bigoa Machar
Arts Editor
Prior to the beginning of 2016,
GQ named rapper Kanye West
as the most stylish man alive,
beating out other men like Ryan
Gosling, LeBron James and David
Beckham. While this may come
as a surprise to the majority of
people, Mr. West has been a
mogul in the street fashion game
for quite some time, most notably
for his footwear collaboration
with Adidas.
Last year, Kanye unveiled Yeezy
Season 2 at New York Fashion
week, which generated as much
hype as it did confusion. Many
were quick to point out how
the clothing line looked like
something that came straight off
the set of a Star Wars film, with
many of the pieces adapting a
baggier look and using as many
shades of brown and grey as one
could imagine. Without context,
the clothes look like they’ve
been used on practice dummies
for police dogs, sporting preripped holes in random places.

I know buying pre-ripped jeans
is something that’s usually joked
about, but this is just ridiculous.
Unless I’m being ignorant to the
ways of Yeezy, I’m not really sure
what said holes are supposed to
be for, let alone why they look
good. It’s kind of ironic really.
Sweaters are supposed to be
worn to keep warm, but the holes
kind of defeat the purpose.
In addition to all this, there
was another factor that caused
people to poke fun at the clothing
line: the price tags. In regards
to menswear, some of Kanye’s
oversized crew neck sweaters,
a staple in the Yeezy Season 2
collection, retailing for $3,423
Canadian on farfetch.com.
Other pieces of clothing can cost
upwards of $5,000 plus. Now
don’t get me wrong, I appreciate
good fashion as much as the next
guy, but this is pretty ridiculous.
If a sweater costs as much as my
tuition, it better have a television
screen on the front like the
Teletubbies did back in the day.
M o s t r e c e n t l y, m o r e
controversy has arisen from
Kanye’s latest instalment in the

Photo courtesy of Facebook

In this photo Kayne looks like the type of guy to ask me if I have any games on my phone
franchise: the Yeezy Boost 350
sneaker. For only $1,207, you
can wear the glorious sneakers
designed by West himself.
While they’re sold out mostly

everywhere, kind resellers on
eBay and Amazon are selling
them for almost triple the
aforementioned price.
Now no offence to anyone who

samru.ca

likes or owns anything from the
Yeezy Season 2 line. I’m just an
old man yelling at these damn
kids and their crazy fashion these
days.

samru.ca
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Sports Editor
Melanie Walsh
sportseditor@thereflector.ca

The Good Ol’ Hockey Game

How The Mac’s Midget AAA Hockey Tournament is more than just a
sporting event
Kimberly McNulty
Contributor
Hockey arenas around Calgary
have seen some of the best Midget
hockey players from around the
world compete for the Mac’s
Midget AAA Championship. The
tournament started on Boxing
Day, finishing up on New Year’s
Day at the Saddledome. For many
of these teams, just making the
tournament is a dream come true.
In the 38 years the Mac’s has
been going on, it has seen its fair
share of superstars play in the
tournament, including the likes
of Sidney Crosby, Jarome Iginla,
Ryan Smyth and many more
who would end up playing in the
NHL. Many of the participants,
both males and females, hope to
be seen by the many scouts who
often attend the games, in hopes
of pursuing hockey at higher
levels.
For Calgarians, The Mac’s
Midget AAA tournament is a
convenient way to watch some

of the future stars of professional
hockey. Hockey that can be
watched live, all over the city,
each and every year.
This year, for the first time in
years, a Calgary team made the
male finals. On New Year’s Day,
the NW Calgary Flames won the
Mac’s Midget AAA Championship
against the Lloydminster Bobcats
on the NHL Calgary Flames home
ice.
The participants, kids ranging
from 15-18 years old, compete
over seven days of their holiday
breaks from school, with hopes
of hoisting that prized Mac’s
trophy. At this age, hockey is still
a fun game, a way to play a sport
with friends and really enjoy
something they love.
Before the games, the kids
can be seen warming up over a
game of soccer, making up fun
handshakes and there is always a
presence of laughter coming from
the hallways near the dressing
rooms.
During the games, players
pass often, give teammates a
tap on the back as needed and

respect their coaches. Post game,
opposing teams shake hands
and always thank the officials.
Even though this is considered
minor hockey, sportsmanship is
at its highest level at the Mac’s
tournament.
Apart from the actual games
over the weeklong tournament,
there is a strong undercurrent of
community and compassion that
goes further than these rinks.
Hundreds of volunteers come out
every year to make the event run
smoothly. Wearing the signature
Mac’s vest, these volunteers
can be seen hosting audiences,
helping out the media and
directing the many teams who
make Calgary their temporary
home for the holidays.
The Mac’s Midget AAA
Tournament also provides awards
and scholarships to many of the
participants that exemplify skill
and sportsmanship throughout
their games.
Children’s Wish Foundation
and Kids Cancer Care are two
organizations who are directly
involved with the Mac’s. The

Cana-done

Children’s Wish Foundation
is a non-profit organization
that works with children who
have been diagnosed with lifethreatening illness in hopes of
making one of their most heartfelt
wishes come true.
Last year, Shadee Merhi was
a player for the Calgary North
Stars AAA team who were
competing for the 2014/2015
championships. Word got around
through the tournament that the
defensemen from the Calgary
team had recently been diagnosed
with cancer, and Children’s Wish
Foundation was quick to contact
the teenager in hopes of making
his wish come true.
This year, Merhi was at the
tournament as a viewer, and is
planning to meet Kevin Durant
from the Oklahoma City Thunder.
He has said that he is grateful for
the opportunity to play hockey,
especially at the Mac’s Midget
AAA Tournament, and all the
support he received from his
teammates and the foundation.
Kids Cancer Care is an
organization that works with

families through the journey
of battling childhood cancer by
providing outreach and education
through its various programs.
Throughout the tournament,
both organizations are present
and the children representing
them get to experience moments
such as riding the Saddledome
Zambonis on the ice during
periods, meeting the players,
being featured online and getting
to know one another.
D u r i n g my s h o r t te r m
volunteering and watching the
Mac’s, I was introduced to an
older gentleman who has been
coming to the tournament since
its establishment 38 years ago.
He described hockey as a game
that encourages teamwork, is
physically tough and requires a
lot of skill. He doesn’t go to watch
the NHL games, he doesn’t tune
into the World Juniors, but he
does come down each and every
day the Mac’s tournament goes on
to watch these young players give
it their all and still have fun with
it. The good ol’ hockey game.

Canada “finnished” before the semifinal at the World Junior
Hockey Championship for the first time since 1988
Logan Kruppa
Staff Writer
You may think that Canada’s fate
at the 2016 World Junior Hockey
Championship in Helsinki was
merely an anomaly, a fluke that
can safely fade from the memory
of Canadian hockey fans like a
bad dream. Unfortunately, the
tournament may in fact be a
harbinger of upcoming struggles
for Canadian hockey.
Canadian fans have become
accustomed to watching their

#s

team dominate at the World
Juniors. Canada was never
behind for the course of the
entire tournament last year in
Toronto and Montréal. This year,
Canada faced deficits in all games,
including even allowing Denmark
to score first.
Canada often was outclassed in
this year’s tournament. The speed
of the Finnish team and the finesse
of the Swedes posed difficult to
deal with. Even when Canada did
have chances to take command of
a game, they just weren’t shooting
enough. A five-minute power play

against the United States yielded
only one goal in the latter half of
the power-play, when one more
goal would have seemingly shifted
the game in Canada’s favour.
Canada’s team as a whole
seemed to lack discipline, and no
player stood out more for that than
Canucks prospect Jake Virtanen.
A Vancouver tabloid deemed him
the “goat-medal winner” after his
penalty nullified a potential five on
three power play against Finland.
The biggest bright spot for
Canada was Matthew Barzal, who
added offensive firepower even

when the rest of the team around
him was not clicking.
There are some potential issues
with Canada’s development
system. A recent National Post
article highlighted that other
countries are starting elite youth
hockey programs that identify
elite skill at younger ages than
Canada bothers evaluating.
Canada’s national program also
tends to leave training up to major
junior hockey teams during the
regular season. Other countries
now are training players with
national teams even as their club

teams have their regular seasons
ongoing.
The fact that other countries
in the world are catching up to
Canada in hockey might be most
apparent during the NHL draft.
TSN.ca predicts that Canadians
will not be picked in the top five
of the NHL draft, which would be
unprecedented.
Time will tell, but it seems
that the World Junior Hockey
Championship indicates that
other countries may well be up to
the challenge of playing against
Canada for years to come.

9000

10

38

44

plus fans
will need
to be in attendance for the
fourth annual Crowchild
Classic on January 21st to
break the record for most
fans at a CIS game.

teams competed
in the 2015-2016
World Junior Ice Hockey
Championships. For the first
time in 1998 Canada did not
make it to the semi finals.

th annual Macs
Midget AAA hockey
tournament was won by the
mens Calgary Flames and
the ladies Northern Capitals.

games are left in
the flames regular
season, 18 are home.
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The Crowchild Classic

The biggest party in the Canadian Intra-university Sports League
Brendan Stasiewich
Staff Writer
If you were taking a casual
stroll outside of Mount Royal
University on the morning of Jan.
15, 2015 you would have had to
do a double take, followed by
perhaps a call to the cops.
Normally this would be the
reaction to several university
students, athletes, and coaches
smashing in a car with a
sledgehammer. However this
car, painted red with a large
University of Calgary Dinos logo
on the hood, was driven onto
campus for this exact purpose.
It was because in less than 12
hours the Mount Royal Cougars
and University of Calgary Dinos
men and women’s hockey teams
would compete in the third
annual Crowchild Classic at the
Scotiabank Saddledome. A game
that would be witnessed by 8882
fans, breaking the CIS attendance
record set by the same event
one-year prior. They probably
also broke the record for average
blood alcohol level in an arena,
but that’s strictly speculation.
Since the Cougars joined the
CIS four years ago the crosscity rivalry with Calgary has
grown stronger with each
passing season. However, as
seen at the Crowchild Classic, the
competitive drive isn’t exclusive
to the players on the ice, but in
the stands as well. The Classic
has turned into the ultimate fan
experience, and this year should
be no different.
The fourth annual showdown
between the intercity rivals is set
to go down Jan. 21 at 5 P.M. The
game, which is free of charge,
promises to again put the CIS
attendance record in jeopardy.
But what is it about the event that
draws such a large crowd?
Whether it is because of the
camaraderie, the side games,
the beer (more than likely yes,
because of the beer), or because
of the high level hockey, the game
has turned into a yearly tradition
for many students.
Having heard about how
exciting the 2014 edition was,
Mount Royal journalism student
Stuart Ross wasn’t going to miss
last year’s game, and made sure
to have what he called “2015’s
can’t miss party of the year”
penciled into his calendar weeks
in advance.
Eager to get to the game, Ross
and some of his friends hurried
to catch one of the many shuttle
busses driving students from
the school to the Saddledome
before puck drop. However, Ross,

running towards the door of the
residence building, reached his
hand out to stop his momentum
before opening the door. His
wrist awkwardly caught the wall
and he felt an immediate jolt of
pain go up his arm.
He feared the worst, thinking
it was more than likely broken.
Should he have immediately gone
to the hospital? Well yah, duh.
But Ross was going to let nothing
get in his way of witnessing one
of Calgary’s premier amateur
sporting events, and entered the
bus anyway.
“I tried to will away the pain
because it hurt so much,” the
third year student reminisced. “I
wasn’t going to go to the hospital,
I was looking forward to that
game for a full week and a half.”
With a throbbing wrist,
Ross and co. arrived at the
Saddledome and immediately
headed down to ice level.
Entering the seating area, the
crew was met with deafening
cheers coming from the Cougars’
faithful rooting the women’s
team forward.
It was there that Ross says his
group discovered what makes the
Classic spectacular. If the Calgary
Roughnecks motto is, “come for
the party, stay for the game,”
then the Crowchild Classic’s
motto should be “the game is a
party.”
Separated by the sheet of ice,
one side of the Dome’ coated in
Cougars’ blue and the adjacent
side flooded with Dinos red,
students from each university
were doing their part to prove
why their school pride was
superior. While the Saddledome
has grown accustomed to hosting
Calgary’s largest events, the
nearly 9000 students were doing
their part, through their voice
and outfits, to solidify the Classic
as the craziest.
To put the number into
perspective, the largest students
sections at NC AA college
basketball games account for less
than half of the total attendance
of the 2015 Classic.
“Even though my wrist was
visibly slanted the game was
too fun to miss,” said Ross, who
would learn he indeed suffered
a broken wrist the next day. “As
soon as I got into that atmosphere
with everyone around the pain
kind of slowly went away.”
T.V. timeouts and intermissions
were filled with ice cream eating
contests, hockey games between
students in sumo wrestler suits,
and most notably a modified
version of beer pong played on
the ice, with the winning team
winning a years tuition.

“Our side was all jacked cause
of Mount Royal’s early lead but
the games between fans in the
stands were crazy too,” said
Ross. “They took up the entire
ice surface to play a huge game
of beer pong and everybody just
loved that.”
While Mount Royal ended up
winning both games that night,
in just two short weeks the
Dinos will have another chance

to reclaim Crowchild Classic
stardom. And with the growth of
the event, the 2016 edition could
be the first ever CIS contest to
eclipse the five-figure attendance
mark.
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GENERAL DENTISTRY PRACTICE
Mount Royal students
enrolled in the SAMRU
health and dental plan are
covered at Brentwood
Village Dental Clinic
100%
70%
70%

Exams, first cleanings
and fillings
Root canals
Additional cleanings

We extract wisdom teeth
in our office

NO NEED TO PAY UP
FRONT FOR COVERED
SERVICES

We bill student’s
insurance directly
We directly bill most insurance
companies even if you’re not
covered by SAMRU’s student
insurance plan
Conveniently located in the
Brentwood Village Mall close to the Brentwood and University C-Train Stations

Monday - Friday 8 am - 9 pm Saturday 8 am - 6 pm
3630 Brentwood Road NW 403-210-5050

